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MATURITY LEVEL RATING

- EU27 Average
- Switzerland (CH)

CH Ranking

#10 #22 #27 #22 #25 #27 #26 #24

Policy

#22

CH 77%

Portal

#24

CH 73%, EU27 83%

Impact

#25

CH 53%, EU27 71%

Quality

#18

CH 80%, EU27 77%

Overall EU27 CH

79% 71%
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DIMENSION PERFORMANCE

Policy
- Policy Framework: 69%
- Governance: 95%
- Implementation: 71%

Impact
- Awareness: 50%
- Measuring Reuse: 91%
- Created Impact: 42%
- Political Impact: 88%
- Social Impact: 98%
- Environmental Impact: 56%
- Economic Impact: 50%

Portal
- Portal features: 64%
- Portal usage: 93%
- Data provision: 70%
- Portal sustainability: 71%

Quality
- Monitoring and measures: 84%
- Currency and completeness: 64%
- DCAT-AP Compliance: 97%
- Deployment quality: 69%